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Into the Mouths
of Volcanoes
24 inches diameter,
Stoneware, fired to cone 12
in Chris Gustin’s woodfiring
salt kiln, South Dartmouth,
MA, USA, 2014

The Shape of the Wind
Sharbani Das Gupta

The auditorium dims, stage lights glow, and a dancer moves; limbs
carving the air. Cloud shadows skim mountains, dipping and rising
along heaving terrain. Breaking surf lines play leapfrog across the
ocean in a race to the shore. Our senses, wired to respond to action, are
awakened by the push and pull between embodied mass and unseen
current. To move is to live.
It is from this direction, from the language of motion, that
Ashwini Bhat’s sculpture takes shape. In person she has a feline grace,
a controlled sense of rhythm that reveals traces of a prior life as an
Indian classical dancer. The morphing forms of clay echo this knowledge. Sculpture, so often static and concrete, has in her hands a
resonance; like the wind-hollowed crevices of canyon lands that outline
the unseen, sculpting space into visible form. She says “I realize that
routinely, space is considered to be outside of a closed form, its nesting
place so to speak. But for me, the relationship is integral. In my
experience, rhythms of perception are shaped by active collaborations
between the visible and the invisible, the subject and object.”
Finding an artistic voice takes time, and grounding in the traditions
of a medium. For Ashwini the arc from apprentice to mature artist
has been breathtakingly swift. What gets lost though, is that in fact
her sculpture is a culmination; a gathering expression of many years
immersed in the ways of dance, language, music. A study of bronze
temple statuary led to the discovery of traditional clay sculpture, and
thence to a terracotta temple built by Ray Meeker at Nrityagram, a
dance school in Bangalore. By now she had begun to chafe at the inherent restrictions of pure dance choreography, and after seeing the temple
she decided to apply for an apprenticeship at the Golden Bridge Pottery
in Pondicherry where Meeker taught. As a novice student she was awed
by the propensity of clay to retain every impression and render it to
stone; creating, fossil-like, a simultaneous record of the softest finger
prints or the most monumental of forms. It was the perfect vehicle of
expression, providing both response and resistance. The intense physi7

cal demands: hefting weight, long hours of wood firing, intense heat
and hours of patient, slow work appealed to her dancer’s ethic of hard
physical work and sustained mental focus.
Balance. Tension. Motion. The adjectives repeatedly assert themselves. Cat’s Cradle, an early body of small scale forms, is the first discrete rendering of the symbiosis between positive and negative space.
She states. “The pieces have an active tension. The negative space of
the cradle rhymed to the negative space underneath the cradle, created
by the four pivoting feet.” The space above, below and within the contours perfectly balanced. Formally different yet possessing an analogous balance, Queen, is a primal totemic figure; swollen power gathered in the center and radiated through the arc of an axe-shaped head.
Its energy is contained in a taut equilibrium of movement arrested and
made permanent. The spiraling movement of the low profile Cambrian
Explosion is an idiom for a prehistoric world in the throes of creation
and coming into form.
That her dance is transmuted to sculpture is viscerally obvious,
but there is a subtler, more hidden vein that laces through: literary language. Comfortably trilingual with a Master’s in literature, she
has worked as both an editor and translator. Language is a tool she
wields with ease, binding it in an intuitive weave with contour. It is
precisely this nuanced union of dance and literature, consummated
in the unusual idiom of clay that creates the compelling attraction of
her work. Word and language create context. Travel and translation are
fodder for growth, and memory creates depth. Each sense, attuned and
informed by sound and movement, is threaded with unseen words.
As one artist writing about another, it is always interesting to note
the parallels in creative sources. When it gets intriguing is in the subsequent segue, the diverging direction. For both of us, the literary word
is implicit, but that is where the similarity ends. Ashwini’s art is rooted
in material, the inherent force of clay instructing the form and evolving symbiotically with language, whereas mine frequently starts at the
word and spins into shape. The outward configuration so radically different, that they are separate languages. At a recent artist residency in
China I worked with a combination of two Chinese expressions, the
curled cloud and a traditional ceramic pillow, the outcome a wall hung
installation of cloud pillows that plays on the idea of ‘Pillow Talk’.
Working at the same residency, Ashwini’s forms were also prompted by
the Chinese ceramic pillow. But hers grew from the physical shape and
developed into another beast altogether. Crouched low to the ground
the bench-like stools or ‘LoveSeats’, appear arrested in mid-motion,
ends bucking upward and inward, legs splayed and flexed. Those legs
later acquired a life of their own; their dynamic form and angulated
joints leading to a string of individual monoliths that torque and twist
in response to a silent but insistent beat. Seen together The Realm of the
8
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The Realm of the
Hungry Ghosts
Height 24 inches, Stoneware,
fired to cone 12 in Chris
Gustin’s anagama kiln, South
Dartmouth, MA, USA, 2014

Hungry Ghosts has a sequential concordant motion.
Similar, yet deeply ambiguous is Earth Took of Earth. The name,
drawn from an old English poem, plays on subtle variations of the
meaning of Earth, the forms a reiteration of Neolithic stone henges,
the surfaces graven hieroglyphically with line, square and circle. Their
archaic inscrutability urges one to trace fingertips over incised edges
and flat planes in search of the words of the poem.
Erthe toc of erthe erthe wyth woh.
Erthe other erthe to the erthe droh.
Erthe leyde erthe in erthene throh.
Tho heuede erthe of erthe erthe ynoh.
- Anonymous
Calligraphic loops and flourishes make up the wall piece Silk Route.
As the dense weight of the clay settled into supple rings, they reminded
her of the rims of craters; it led to the series Into the Mouths of Volcanoes.
9
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Earth Took of Earth series
Size varied, Stoneware,
fired to cone 12 in Chris
Gustin’s anagama kiln, South
Dartmouth, MA, USA,
2014

Photo by Chris Archer

Loading Chris Gustin’s
anagama kiln
South Dartmouth, MA, USA,
2014

Slumped, extinct cradles that invite disappearance into an unseen
depth, benign, but hinting at buried power. The primitive strength of
these pieces coalesce in another set of works entitled One over two Two
over one. While travelling in Dartmouth on the east coast of the US,
she was drawn by the stonework of rustic country walls, saying “the
stone walls moved me. No mortar, just the placement of these rocks
balancing and acting as each other’s support.” Originally accompanied
by lines from a poem by Forrest Gander, that details the process of
building a stone wall, the title is a refrain from the poem. The rocklike clay stones are ruptured yet held together with a white chunk of
feldspar that acts paradoxically as hammer and keystone. These are the
most contained of her pieces, subsumed by an inward trajectory of
energy.
Compass Rose, her latest project, is in some ways a departure. For
the first time words are more than a reference, they become integral
parts of the architecture, interpenetrating the concrete form. The
10
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Compass Rose
Size varied, Stoneware, fired
to cone 10 in Ashwini Bhat’s
woodfiring kiln, Pondicherry,
India, 2014
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Compass Rose
Size varied, Stoneware, fired
to cone 10 in Ashwini Bhat’s
woodfiring kiln, Pondicherry,
India, 2014

lattice structures echo Cat’s Cradle, and the warm honey tones of wood
firings are still evident, but form and counter-form are now cast vertically, net-like in a single plane against a wall. In ‘Invisible Cities’ by
Italo Calvino, the protagonist Marco Polo describes in short pieces of
prose, a string of mythical cities, real or imagined. The book had a profound effect on her and this piece is in part a response. Supported by
The Howard Foundation Fellowship (for Sculpture), Compass Rose has
since developed in collaboration with Forrest Gander. The verses, odes
to a relationship riven by meetings and longings, progress in a succession of saccadic sequences; oriented by the geographies of a world
where points of contact interrupt the spaces of absence. ‘Even at such
catastrophic distances, when you press your thumb to the clay, euphorias dawn…’ The russet hued parchment-like rolls, ladder rungs from
which the delicate contours of blank poetry hang suspended. Empty
spaces create synaptic gaps between the thought streams of elegant
verse and tessellated space. Compass point locations marked in degrees
11
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LoveSeat
Height 15 inches,Width
24 inches, Stoneware,
fired to cone 12 in Chris
Gustin’s anagama kiln, South
Dartmouth, MA, USA, 2013
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One over two
Two over one
Height 12 inches, Width 13
inches, Stoneware, fired to cone
12 in Nick Schwartz’s anagama
kiln, Comptche, CA, USA,
2013
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Working on LoveSeat
Chris Gustin’s studio, South
Dartmouth, MA, USA,
2013

fling you around the world, yet condense to a single blaze of yearning.
There are no discernable ‘isms’ in Ashwini’s sculpture. Neither figurative nor narrative, it employs instead a primary language of transformation, taking conceptual gesture and rendering it material. The
accomplished Indian artist Shampa Shah observes, “Art is a hard and
continuous journey, a ceaseless quest for the perfect form that balances
grace and gravity.” It is within this context that Ashwini’s work falls.
She aims to express the unseen, give shape to the wind. To live entwined in the gap between moving mass and flowing space.

Sharbani Das Gupta apprenticed at Golden Bridge Pottery. She participates
in several residencies, exhibits internationally and has curated and presented at
NCECA, writes and publishes for art journals and other international publications.
Her website is at sharbanidasgupta.com
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Compass Rose
Working Blue Print 2014

Compass Rose
Ashwini Bhat

Initially, when I applied for a Howard Foundation Fellowship for
Sculpture (2013-14), I imagined I would make a large sculptural installation, a woven tapestry of ceramic pieces. Some might be fabricated with words that, read in context, comprised a kind of open-ended
poem, one that could be read in different ways — horizontally or vertically or in phrasal clusters, for instance.
My early career as a dancer has, no doubt, influenced my artistic
sensibility as a ceramic artist. But my life in literature has also affected
my approach to ceramics. When I read Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities
where, in short prose poems, Marco Polo describes fifty-five different
cities to King Kubla Khan, I imagined those cities so clearly that now,
years later, after I’ve traveled to numerous countries and seen dozens of
foreign cities myself, I’m not always sure whether an image I remember
corresponds to a real city or a fictional one, a city I saw myself or one
my imagination was invited to invent.
Invisible Cities was the starting point for my Howard Fellowship
project. But the project metamorphosed as I started the actual work.
My thinking and feeling changed; possibilities I hadn’t considered presented themselves. I was still oriented towards a tapestry-like, woven
construction. But rather than inscribing words on the ceramic pieces,
I came to want to work with a poet who could create another realm of
imagery and pattern. I opened myself to a collaboration, to the potential of working a ceramic pattern against a poetic one. In 2011, when
I still served as the editorial assistant for the literary journal Almost
Island and its annual conference, poet Forrest Gander came as a guest
writer. In one of the dialogues that year, Forrest spoke about how he
observed the structure of one of his poems develop. He talked about
how he realized (much later) that the poem’s structure had somehow
taken the shape of the running path he followed every morning. For
me, as a visual artist, this made a lot of sense. Almost a year later, I sent
my proposal to Forrest Gander, asking whether he would be interested
in collaborating with me.
15
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Initial Sketch
From early notes,
May 2013

My own inclinations, as it turns out, seem to be more poetic than
narrative. In my ceramic art, I’m not interested in “telling a story.” I
want to transport the viewer into a world of imagination and invite the
viewer to negotiate a complex, sculptural experience.
As I started working, I listened to the material. The changeable clay
is always my starting point. I tried to open myself to whatever I began
to intuit that the form required from me. I was also open to using other
materials, to adapting new techniques, if need be. I knew the sculpture
would develop from a cluster of smaller structures that created a larger
pattern. I knew I wanted to test strong spatial tensions connected, in
my mind, to a place and travel. I felt the need to add a heavy grog to
the clay to create necessary textures.
The smaller structures began to present themselves as knitted patterns. I started looking at the whole installation as a body and I asked
myself, What holds us together? My first response was: bone and cartilage. I wondered what a ceramic skeleton might look like. This led
to innovations in my working methods. In order to create non-round/
non-cylindrical structures, I worked waste-paper inside undulant clay
slabs rather than rolling clay slabs into perfect pipe-like shapes. These
smaller structures looked more like bones to me. As I worked on the
forms, I started sharing photos and ideas with Forrest. We both explore
space in our work and I wanted our exploration to be collaborative, to
be mutual. His way of deploying text on the page to enact a visceral experience helped me to imagine how text might function as an extended
part of ceramic sculptures.
The aim of the project became ambitious in the best sense. It has, I
think, the potential to expand further. There are multitudinous and simultaneous interactions between word patterns and patterns created by
18
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The Making of
Compass Rose
Ashwini Bhat at work in her
studio, Pondicherry, India
2014

heterogeneous ceramics. A viewer, taking in the clustered arrangements,
might feel rhythms of contractions and release, the conjoining of topographical mapping and bone divination, of skeleton and alphabet, of
openness and connectivity. The work is still about places — traveled
and imagined — and about spaces — lived-in or left behind. Perhaps,
more than anything, it comes to be a palimpsest of memories of our relation to our bodies and to the world itself, to locations that have been
or are yet to be experienced.

Compass Rose is a project undertaken as part of the Howard Foundation Fellowship.
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Firing the anagama at Golden
Bridge Pottery
Pondicherry, India, 2012

Photo by Deborah Smith

Anagama firing core team,
Golden Bridge Pottery
Antra Sinha, Rakhee Kane,
Adil Writer, Ashwini Bhat
and Ray Meeker
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Dancing with Earth and Fire
Ray Meeker

Ashwini Bhat came to the Golden Bridge Pottery in 2007. She
wanted to join our seven-month course. She wanted to work with clay
— this already accomplished Bharatnatyam dancer — to explore a new
medium. “OK. See Bernard for the course prospectus. And oh, there is
a two-year waiting list.”
We talked. I must have said something. Peals of laughter. Aiyeee…
hankh, hankh. Volcanic really. Explosive. “Hey,” I said, “you can start
today.” That energy, so positive, was not something to ignore.
In March 2008 Ashwini became a student at GBP. A year later I
was submitting her work for the garden of ceramic art for the Hyatt
Regency Hotel in Chennai. This was a learning curve that was simply
off the map. Her formal training in classical dance took a toll on her
body, but that discipline was at her finger tips as she stepped into the
studio at GBP.
In 2012, writing to support Ashwini for a Howard Foundation
Fellowship, I ask her if there is a relationship between her clay work
and her dance?
The relationship between dance and clay is complex
I started working with clay and within a year I felt comfortable with it
It all happened in the year 2011
After all the work we had done for Hyatt, I felt myself understanding
certain things about the material and firings, more intuitively
In February I started signing my work,
In April and May the Tassie (International Woodfire Conference in
Tasmainia) experience taught me how much I had learned — so much in
three years
Writing for the logbook I started to see my dance background and the whole
process of my artistic life differently
21
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Raku workshop at
Rakhee Kane’s studio
Auroville, India, 2008

Photo by Tim Barnwell

Planning the Hyatt Project
Pondicherry, India, 2009
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I looked for the same things in clay as I had with dance
Movement, positive and negative spaces, stretching, playfulness
And suddenly working with clay felt like an extension of working with
my body
During the two years that we worked on the Hyatt project Ashwini
participated in fifty firings of my 140 cft wood-fired car kiln. She developed an affinity for wood-firing which remains her aesthetic of choice,
and she is a valued participant in firings of our new anagama at GBP.
In India Ashwini works alone in a small studio attached to her
home. Intensely focused, she values that privacy. And when possible,
she travels. With a personality that instantly draws people to her, she
makes friends easily. But it goes beyond friendship into the professional sphere, where she is invited as a resident to work in the studios of
highly respected artists around the world.
Ashwini plays with titles. They run from the amusing to the outrageous. Cat’s Cradle, LoveSeat, Queen, Silk Route, One over two Two
over one, Cambrian Explosion, The Realm of the Hungry Ghosts.
“What!?”
“Yeah. I started with the legs of the love seat. In my studio I made
three of them as closed forms. When I started reworking that form
at Chris Gustin’s place, I stopped when they were almost closed —
working from a narrow throat to open mouths. I started seeing them
in BLACK, like dark camouflaged sea creatures, waiting for their prey
to arrive, waiting patiently to GOBBLE! Then I remembered reading
about ‘the realm of the hungry ghosts’ in Buddhism, and the description was uncannily similar — creatures with a wide belly, narrow throat
and an insatiable craving.”
Ashwini draws deeply on her personal experience, the cultural
history of the subcontinent and current literary movements. With her
media, earth — more specifically, the plasticity of wet clay — and fire,
with its transformative intensity, Ashwini Bhat — whirling — eyes
wide open, dances a song of herself.

Ray Meeker studied architecture and ceramics at University of Southern California.
Cofounder of the Golden Bridge Pottery in Pondicherry. Known for teaching, ‘fired’
buildings and for independent studio work ranging from functional to monumental.
His website is at raymeeker.com
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Queen Small
Height 16.5 inches,
Stoneware, fired to cone 10
in Ray Meeker’s anagama
kiln, Golden Bridge Pottery,
Pondicherry, India, 2009

Photo by Tim Barnwell

Cat’s Cradle
Height 11.5 inches, Width 16
inches, Stoneware, fired to cone
10 in Josh Copus’ three chamber
kiln, Asheville, NC, USA, 2012
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Sculpting the Primordial
Forrest Gander

Ashwini Bhat’s Queen is both tectonic and iconic. Technically, it
was a difficult challenge; if the points of the axe-like head didn’t match
exactly, the Queen would appear off-kilter. In order to emphasize poise
and power, Bhat needed strong, clear lines. She built the shape from
clay coils, smoothing the walls as they rose, and finally poured bolts of
glaze across the head and torso. During the firing, that glaze flared into
an earthy richness along the upper midsection. Meanwhile, the Queen’s
back speckled with white inclusions and burnt sand. We can just detect
vertical brushstrokes on the Queen’s torso, a faint trace of the artist’s
hand on this totemic authority that seems to be erupting from the
earth. The Queen embodies power, genesis and ruin all at once. Graceful and potent, Bhat’s Queen is a breaching force.
Her Cat’s Cradle, on the other hand, is an affecting measure of
memory, sentiment, and invitation. The shape began for Bhat as an
Oulipoean exercise. Disinterested in iterating her earlier successes, Bhat
challenged herself to veer away from the clean lines of the Queen and to
take on a formal restriction. She would use one lump of clay and only
two tools-- a trimmer and a twisted wire. With a third tool, she might
have been tempted to polish or smudge the surface that she wanted
to keep shambolic, grainy, and raw. Bhat used the trimmer like an ice
cream scoop, hollowing out the lump of clay. With the twisted wire,
she cut at it. (The wire’s spiral pattern can still be seen on the feet of the
cradle). What appeared to her at first was a tub with handles, a shape
that held little interest for her. She lowered herself and stared at the
clay from its own level, focusing on the lip and the visible dip into the
tub’s negative space. Then she began to imagine creating another negative space underneath the clay as a kind of architectural rhyme. At that
moment, the shape became nakedly expressive of its potential.
Bhat’s art is always about the recognition of an arousal, an arousal
in form.
She fashioned four feet, which gave the mass of the Cat’s Cradle its
25

lift. Then she used her wire to cut a thin strip of clay that she wrapped,
like a stole, around the handles, impressing the strip with her thumb
and fingers and leaving indentations still visible on the handles.
The new work of the Cambrian Explosion series, subtler and even
more sensitized by touch, becomes exceptionally responsive to our attention. Bhat wanted to return to the spontaneity of the Cat’s Cradle,
to limit herself again to a minimum of tools and movements, but to
see how far she could stretch the clay. The directionality of the new
forms, suggested by their flowlines and upthrust edges, guides our gaze.
We recognize that each of the pieces in this series represents an alterity, a signification to which our life is somehow attached. And looking
at them together, we enter the domain of belonging, feeling connected to the pieces through their articulate expressions of struggle and
definition.
The Cambrian Explosion series makes contact with primordially
imaginative, formally nascent, sexually suggestive, and visionary compulsions in us. The singular works draw us into their lifts and falls, their
sinuosities. And through the shapeliness of their gestures, we come to
have the sensation that we are miraculously related to them. Bhat has
found, in shifting plates of “Cambrian” mud, presentiments of swimming, walking, and flight, of thought and language, intimations of all
the life forms to come.
She subverts the elegance of the clay forms into something more
strange and less determined than anything she has made before. Bhat
distrusts the simply beautiful, the “perfect” shape, and any other preconceived notion of form that would displace the actuality of feeling
with conditioned responses. And so she adds to the tradition of contemporary innovation in ceramics her very particular conviction.
When we register her work without preconceptions, it reveals itself
in an intimacy that is resistant to definition. The sculptural objects of
the Cambrian Explosion series embody meanings yet to come. Bewitchingly expressive, they retain a strong sense of enigma.
At the same time, this new work has an endlessly surprising intensity. From the aquiline rise of the corners (a head, a fin!), from roiling
patterns of cracks and glaze, fracture and gleam, and from the fissured,
shell-impressed, eruptive textures, we are struck by the presentiment
that we are witnessing slabs of mud charged with life. Here before us is
the beginning of the sensate world. And suddenly the title of the series
makes sense. Cambrian Explosion. The dawn of life, the enactment of
an unaccountable phenomenon. Separately and in the harmony of their
one-off shapes, they evoke an incessant coming-into-being.
Ashwini Bhat’s Queen, her Cat’s Cradle, and her Cambrian Explosion
series represent three distinct periods in a career of unremitting change.
26
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Cambrian Explosion series
Height 4 inches, Width 10
inches, Stoneware, fired to
cone 10 in Ray Meeker’s
woodfiring kiln, Golden
Bridge Pottery, Pondicherry,
India, 2010

In fact, Ashwini Bhat started her artistic life as a dancer. She became
close friends with Chandralekha, the choreographer and dancer widely
considered to have had the most significant influence on contemporary
dance in India. For ten years of training and four years of international
performances, Bhat danced with the Padmini Chettur company.
But she had always been drawn to clay. When injuries began to
slow her down, Bhat turned to another art, studying with Ray Meeker
and Deborah Smith at Golden Bridge Pottery in Pondicherry and later
working as an artist in residence there. Now she is building her own
studio and woodfire kiln.
When I visited Ashwini Bhat at Golden Bridge Pottery she was
engaged on the Cambrian Explosion Series. She told me that she
didn’t want to explain her work and that I would probably get a better
feel for it by seeing the process than by hearing about it anyway. Then
she said that she was going to forget that I was there and that I could
27
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Cambrian Explosion series
Height 4.5 inches, Width 12
inches, Stoneware, fired to cone
10 in Ray Meeker’s woodfiring
kiln, Golden Bridge Pottery,
Pondicherry, India, 2010

Photo by Tim Barnwell

Cambrian Explosion series
Height 4 inches, Width 13
inches, Stoneware, fired to
cone 10 in Josh Copus’ three
chamber kiln, Asheville, NC,
USA, 2012

leave if I got bored.
I watched her wire off a thin pancake of clay from the block and
slap it against the white studio wall. It stuck there and she wired off
another pancake and slapped it against the wall and she did the same
thing again and again until the block of clay was gone and the wall was
full of pancakes that she peeled away and slapped on again the other
way around.
“Loses its extra moisture,” she said without looking at me.
She began to pluck the clay pancakes from the wall and mix and
beat them together on the worktable, wire-wedging and paddling the
whole thing.
“Gets the air bubbles out,” she said.
Then Bhat spread a canvas cloth on the table.
“I start on the table here where I can see the shape clearly,” she
28
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Cat’s Cradle
Height 9 inches, Width 16
inches, Stoneware, fired
to cone 10 in Josh Copus’
anagama kiln, Asheville,
NC, USA, 2012

Photo by Forrest Gander

Preparing for the solo
show at Clayspace
Asheville, NC, USA, 2012

explained, lifting the mass of beaten clay and slamming it down at
an oblique angle that stretched the clay into a platter-like shape that
was heavier at one end than the other. She rotated the clay and lifted
it up to her chest. In her sleeveless black t-shirt, the toned contours
between her biceps and triceps sharpened as her muscles filled with
blood and her skin began to glisten with exertion. She was serious and
intenseas she worked in her small studio. There were two doorways but
no doors. A stool for me, an L-shaped work table with a potter’s wheel,
a rack of shelves full of ceramics, a scattering of tools and that was it.
Other potters were working in connected studios or in other areas of
the warehouse.
At the table, Bhat took up a tool and etched marks in the clay.
She laid out the canvas cloth on the floor and placed the clay on top
of it. She straddled the canvas, bent and lifted up the clay which was
clearly heavy, maybe thirty pounds. Twisting to the left and starting a
29
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Queen series
Height 50 inches, Stoneware,
fired to cone 10 in Ray
Meeker’s woodfiring kiln,
Golden Bridge Pottery,
Pondicherry, India, 2011

rhythm in her midsection like a golfer, she swung it outward, raising
her left shoulder until the momentum turned her ninety degrees. And
then using that torque, she swung the hunk of clay back, all centrifugal
force, her arms extended, her whole body rotating. When she slammed
the clay to the canvas between her legs at a low angle, it made a sound
like someone getting punched in the stomach. It flattened into an
oblong. I had no idea that working with clay was such an intense athletic activity. Then I saw the connection with her dance background.
When she had lifted, turned and slammed the clay several more
times, she set it back on the worktable. The scratch marks and depressions she had made earlier had been stretched into long craters and
curved bands. She used both hands to squeeze one edge of the clay
upward into something that looked like a cobra head. Repeated the
process on the other side.
“I want to give it more lift over here,” she said. Then she put her
hands under one side of the clay and it took on the quality of a wave.
I asked her if she had planned the shape out beforehand.
She told me that she couldn’t plan it. She had developed a new
30
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Preparing to load the Queen
Golden Bridge Pottery,
Pondicherry, 2011

shape — the Cambrian Explosion — that she liked and she wanted to
work with it for a while. But the shape was different every time. She
might make seven or eight works in an afternoon and keep only one of
them. The others she would pound back into formless clay and re-bag.
I knew I had come into contact with something exceedingly rare, an
art that was going beyond the experience of intensification. An art that
is less a statement of personal accomplishment than a record of what
we are.

This article was first published in Crafts Arts International Issue 87, 2012,
Australia. Poet /novelist Forrest Gander’s book ‘Core Samples From the World’
was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Critics Circle Award.
His website is at forrestgander.com
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Queen small
Height 16.5 inches,
Stoneware, fired to cone 10
in Ray Meeker’s anagama
kiln, Golden Bridge Pottery,
Pondicherry, India, 2009

Photo by Ashwini Bhat

Untitled
Height 24 inches, Stoneware,
fired to cone 10 in Ashwini
Bhat’s woodfiring kiln,
Pondicherry, India, 2014
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Journey in Clay
Ashwini Bhat

By the time I started working with clay, I was desperately searching
for a material which I could call my own. As a child I always wanted to
be an artist when I would grow up, and as a young adult I spent some
ten years training in Bharatanatyam, one of the classical Indian dances.
I later spent four years working as a dancer in a company, which unfortunately left me with a couple of physical injuries and a feeling that
this might not be the medium in which to express myself. The freedom
I had dreamed about, which I wanted to experience through dance,
never happened; on the contrary I felt more and more restrained in my
own body and had a constant fear of falling and injury. When my body
started giving up, I had to undergo painful physiotherapy sessions everyday. It was at this point that I decided to take the plunge and work
with clay, something I had wanted to do for a long time. What I didn’t
know when I started, was that clay would be the material which would
give me what I aspired to find in dance. The transition from expressing
with my own body to using clay, was a most liberating experience —
for the first time in my life I was not scared of falling, I was not scared
of making silly mistakes, I was not scared of failures.
It was an incredible experience to see the transition of clay from a
soft malleable material into something so stone-like and robust. My
initial training was in wheel throwing, and the way the whole body
became involved in using the kick wheel to find the centre fascinated
me. Clay also, perhaps strangely, brought out the playful side of me in
my work — it never felt like a change of profession, rather felt like a
continuing journey to find the right material. Also, I could see the influences from the dance continued in clay — in terms of how I looked
at each form as a body, how I would want to take two pieces and put
them together, to see what happens in between them — the energy in
the negative space.
Growing up I was aware of the traditional terracotta pots and as
part of my dance training I was reading a lot about the Chola bronze
sculptures (the Chola period 850CE-1250CE, was considered the most
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artistic period of the south Indian/ Dravidian art and architecture) and
happened to read about the famous dancing girl figure of Mohenjodaro, from the Indus Valley Civilisation which was considered the Broze
Age Civilisation (3300-1300 BCE). This later led me to read about
the terracotta figurines which were excavated from the Harappan site
(an archaeological site now situated in Pakistan, containing ruins of
the Indus valley civilisation) which caught my attention. But woodfired stoneware was new to me. When I left my native state in 2002,
I was given a coffee cup by a friend of mine. I didn’t realise that six
years down the line I would be working with stoneware, as a student at
Golden Bridge Pottery in Pondicherry, where the cup was made.
Golden Bridge Pottery was established by Deborah Smith and Ray
Meeker some 40 years ago. The eight month course took over my life.
They make their own clay, everything is pounded, ground, mixed,
sieved by hand- no ceramic supply stores, no pug mills, no slab rollers!
However tedious this may seem, and despite how much every student
complains about the hard work, once they leave they realise it is the
best way to learn about the material.
When I took part in my first firing at Golden Bridge everything was
new. I was excited by each glaze I saw, each pattern I could create on
the surface of my work. When the kiln was opened Ray gave us an exercise and asked us to choose three pots which we liked and three that
we didn’t like, and to analyse the reasons for our choices. When I look
back I feel my love for the ‘wood-fired aesthetic’ began here. The three
pots I liked had one thing in common, they were minimalistic. Form
wise, I realised I was looking for simple lines and curves, and as an aesthetic I liked the ones where I had applied minimum glaze and slip and
left the body bare. The highly reduced dark brown of the body with
flyash flashing made me realise that if I was looking for a particular aesthetic, then this would be it. By the time I participated in my second
firing, I used mostly thin layers of slips and hardly any glaze on the
outer surface of the pots.
At that time Ray, together with a couple of former students of
Golden Bridge were firing the anagama. I spent every spare moment
watching the process. The pieces which came out of the firing with
their rugged, rusty, ashy surfaces felt even closer to what I wanted to
achieve. So the following year I jumped at the opportunity to participate in an anagama firing. By then I had moved towards making more
sculptural work and was sure that I didn’t want glaze to cover up the
forms. So I made a point of using very little slip, to see what the firing
and the natural wood ash itself would do to the pieces. The most fascinating pieces came from the firebox, where they were buried under
the ash: the crunchy ash surfaces, the carbon trapped grey patches, and
the way the actual texture of the clay remained intact made me realise I
would never get such results in any other type of firing.
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Photo by John Mandeen

Firing the anagama kiln at
Golden Bridge Pottery
Pondicherry, India, 2012

This aesthetic felt so close to what I had wanted to achieve as a
dancer — eliminating the ornamental and searching for a way to
work with the body with its bare essentials. That search had taken me
to Chandralekha, one of the most important dancers India has ever
produced, who always told dancers who came to her, that dance had
become so ornamental and mechanical that dancers had stopped using
their bodies.
Seeing the anagama firing was a real turning point in my life. I felt
that I was beginning to understand what Chandralekha was trying to
say about the ‘body’. In the anagama aesthetic the clay body could
stand bare and naked without much ornamentation and still emerge
as the most beautiful living thing. The less you did to the clay before
giving it to the fire, the more it offered in return.
Anagama aesthetic is still new in India. People don’t really know
what to make of it.
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Photo by Tim Barnwell

Rings of Saturn
Height 11.5 /15 inches, Width
16 /12 inches, Stoneware,
fired to cone 10 in Josh Copus’
anagama kiln, Asheville, NC,
USA, 2012

Photo by Tim Barnwell

Cat’s Cradle
Height 10 inches, Width 17
inches, Stoneware, fired to cone
10 in Josh Copus’ anagama
kiln, Asheville, NC, USA,
2012

The dynamics of anagama firing are so close to those of performance: the rhythm, the physicality, the coordination within the group.
What I enjoy is working with wet clay: it’s the most sensual, giving,
and mouldable material, and the next step is the actual firing: which is
meditative, transformative, and even risky. When people ask whether I
miss dance, I say no. However, I have learned one thing for sure, offering the pieces to the kiln also means letting go of control. During the
latter years of my dance career, it felt as if I was trying to have control
over my body, and I couldn’t. It was only when I started woodfiring
that I realised how wonderful it is not to know what is finally going
to happen, not to have control over how my pieces are going to finally
turn out.
I do not want my dance background to be an exotic reference point
to my present work. I do not see a direct, literal borrowing from dance
into my clay work: it is a part of my past that is in me. However, both
have one thing in common, both are physical activities guided by chal36
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Cambrian Explosion
Fossil series
Height 10 inches, Stoneware,
fired to cone 10 in Josh Copus’
anagama kiln, Asheville, NC,
USA, 2012

Photo by Tim Barnwell

Cambrian Explosion
Fossil series
Size varied, Stoneware, fired
to cone 10 in Josh Copus’
three chamber kiln, Asheville,
NC, USA, 2012

lenging rhythms and the reason I work with clay is very close to the
reason I was trying to work with my body — it is in search for a material which makes you want to explore more every time you work with
it, and the more you work with it the better you get — until it becomes
spontaneous. It’s the same high of a performance or the dynamics of a
long anagama firing, which takes me closer to understanding my own
strengths and weaknesses.
I come from a small town called Puttur, on the south-west coast of
India and now live in Pondicherry on the opposite east-coast. I rent a
studio space at Golden Bridge Pottery now and continue work as an
artist-is-residence there, working independently and taking part in all
the firings. And am in the process of building a small house with beautiful rammed earth walls and dreaming of setting up a small studio with
a woodfiring kiln in my backyard. My family doesn’t fully understand
why I am doing what I am doing — but they respect and encourage
the decisions I have taken in my life. My family belongs to a commu37
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Mojo inspecting the kiln
loaded for a bisque firing
Pondicherry, India, 2014

Photo by Rajesh Selvam

Ashwini Bhat firing the her
downdraft woodfiring
kiln at her studio
Pondicherry, India, 2014
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Ashwini Bhat Studio and
home with a woodfiring
kiln near Auroville
Pondicherry, India, 2013

nity called ‘Havyaks’; the term literally means ‘those who worship the
fire’. I tell my mother now, that woodfiring is the closest I have got
to following a ritual. I have come to look at each firing as my way of
celebrating life around me. The process of firing makes my senses come
to life: the colour of the fire, the smell and sound of the burning wood,
and of course the whole experience becomes complete once the kiln has
been opened, and you see the work. I don’t believe I create in order
to change the world. I try to respond to the beauty which I see in the
world through what I create. Therefore what I do is most spiritual for
me, and I also wish it to become a way of life — with more practice.

This article was first published in The Log Book Issue 48, November 2011, Ireland.
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